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ABSTRACT

In our previous publications it was shown that the
Str�omvil seven-colour photometric system, when set
up on a GAIA-type satellite, will be able to clas-
sify stars of all normal spectral classes down to 16
mag. In the present paper we demonstrate that the
same system makes possible the photometric identi�-
cation of a number of peculiar types of stars, includ-
ing emission-line stars, metallic-line A and F stars,
chemically peculiar B and A stars, metal-de�cient F{
G{K dwarfs (subdwarfs), metal-de�cient G and K gi-
ants, blue horizontal-branch stars, white dwarfs and
carbon-rich stars.

Key words: space photometry; stellar classi�cation;
GAIA satellite.

1. INTRODUCTION

Strai�zys, Crawford and Philip (1996) have shown
that if the Str�omgren four-colour system is supple-
mented by three passbands of the Vilnius system at
374, 516 and 656 nm, the combined Str�omvil sys-
tem becomes capable of classifying stars in spectral
classes (or e�ective temperatures) and luminosities
(or gravities) everywhere in the HR diagram, even
when interstellar reddening is present. Setting up the
Str�omvil system on a GAIA-type satellite makes pos-
sible the classi�cation of tens of millions stars down
to 16 mag (Strai�zys & H�g 1995). Among them, up
to 10 per cent of stars will be either metal-de�cient
or will have other peculiarities in their spectra. It
is important to have a photometric method for iden-
tifying these peculiar stars and for estimating their
matallicity or degree of peculiarity.

2. PHOTOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION IN THE
VILNIUS SYSTEM

The possibility of identifying various types of pecu-
liar stars has been demonstrated in the Vilnius pho-
tometric system. Most of them can be identi�ed even

in the presence of interstellar reddening. Such types
of peculiar stars are: Be-type stars, Herbig Ae/Be
stars, T Tauri-type stars, metal-de�cient dwarfs (sub-
dwarfs), subgiants and giants, carbon-rich stars (R,
N, Ba and CH stars), horizontal-branch stars, white
dwarfs and a number of unresolved binaries. The
methods of identifying these stars and their calibra-
tion are described by one of the authors (Strai�zys
1992). Since all four passbands of the Str�omgren
system have their close analogs in the Vilnius sys-
tem, the described classi�cation properties are also
valid for the Str�omvil system. Since the amount of
stars of di�erent types, observed in this system, is
not su�cient at the present time, we demonstrate
here this possibility by exhibiting a set of diagrams
of the Vilnius system designed for identi�cation and
classi�cation of stars with di�erent peculiarities.

In most cases, for the identi�cation of peculiar stars
we use the interstellar reddening-free Q-parameters.
Here we exhibit only two-dimensional Q;Q or
Q; colour index diagrams, the Q-parameters being
de�ned as follows:

Q(1; 2; 3; 4) = (m1 �m2)�E12=E34(m3 �m4) (1)

where m1, m2, m3 and m4 are magnitudes in four
passbands and E12=E34 are colour excess ratios. We
use the designations of the passbands of the Vilnius
and Str�omvil systems listed in Tables 1 and 2. Q
parameters are always expressed in magnitudes.

Table 1. Mean wavelengths and half-widths (FWHM) of

passbands of the Vilnius photometric system.

Name U P X Y Z V S

�0 [nm] 345 374 405 466 516 544 656
�� [nm] 40 26 22 26 21 26 20

Table 2. Mean wavelengths and half-widths (FWHM) of

passbands of the Str�omvil photometric system.

Name u P v b Z y S

�0 [nm] 350 374 411 467 516 547 656
�� [nm] 30 26 19 18 21 23 20

However, the identi�cation of peculiar stars is much
easier if we use three, four or �ve Qs, instead of two.
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For the peculiarity estimation one can use di�erent
methods. One of them is the application of an ana-
lytical function containing the Q-parameters, which
are most sensitive to a given type of peculiarity. The
other method is the �tting of the Q-parameters of
a star under investigation with Q-parameters of the
peculiar standard stars. Here we limit ourselves by
using only two-dimensional diagrams and bearing in
mind that the addition of other Qs will do the job
better.

2.1. F{G{K Subdwarfs

Figure 1 shows the diagram QUXY ; QUY V which
gives very good separation of F{G{K subdwarfs from
the remaining types of stars. The diagram is cali-
brated in terms of e�ective temperature and metal-
licity. In the Str�omvil system, the analogous diagram
is Quvb; Quby.

2.2. G{K Metal-De�cient Giants

Figure 2 shows the diagram QPY Z ; QXY Z which
gives the best separation of G{K metal-de�cient gi-
ants from the remaining stars. In a part of the same
area the metal-de�cient dwarfs (subdwarfs) are lo-
cated. For their isolation, the QUPY and QXZS pa-
rameters are important. In the Str�omvil system the
analogous diagram is QPbZ ; QvbZ .

2.3. Early-Type Stars of Di�erent Peculiarities

Figure 3 shows the QXY V ; Y � V diagram with the
Ap/Bp of di�erent types and Am stars plotted. The
solar chemical composition stars of luminosities V{
IV{III form a belt between the two dashed lines. All
stars outside this belt are identi�ed as peculiar or
metallic-line stars. Mild Ap/Bp and Am stars fall
into the belt of normal stars. For their identi�cation
more photometric parameters should be used, espe-
cially QUPY and QY ZS .

Helium-rich stars can be recognized in the QXZV ,
QXY Z diagram (not shown in this paper). Blue
horizontal-branch stars can be identi�ed in the
QUXY ; Y�V diagram (orQuvb; b�y in the Str�omgren
and Str�omvil systems (Figure 4). The (P�X)�(X�
Y ), Y � V diagram (Figure 5) is good for separation
of horizontal-branch stars of spectral classes from A
to G.

2.4. Emission-Line Stars

It is very easy to identify Be-type stars because one
of our passbands, S, is placed exactly on the H� line.
Figure 6 shows the QXZS ; QXY Z diagram with the
normal and emission B stars plotted. Extreme Be
stars, such as  Cas, � Per or � Aqr deviate by about
0.4 mag from normal stars.

T Tauri-type stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars also con-
tain H� in emission and are well separated from the

remaining stars in the QUPY ; QXZS diagram (Fig-
ure 7).

2.5. White Dwarfs

White dwarfs of di�erent types can be identi�ed in
the QUXY ; Y � V or Quvb; b� y diagrams (Figure 4)
and in other similar diagrams including the ultravio-
let U and P passbands. DA-type white dwarfs can be
separated from other WD types in the U � Y; Y � V
diagram (not shown here).

2.6. Carbon-Rich Stars

The most suitable diagram for identi�cation of N-
type carbon stars is QXZS ; QXY Z (Figure 8). The
cool carbon stars occupy in it an area where no other
type of stars appear. For R-type stars, barium stars
and CH-stars the best is the QUPY V ; QXZS diagram
(Figure 9).

3. CONCLUSIONS

The Vilnius and Str�omvil seven-colour systems make
possible the two-dimensional classi�cation of solar
chemical composition stars of all temperatures in
terms of spectral classes and absolute magnitudes
(or temperatures and gravities) in the presence of
interstellar reddening. Also, these systems allow one
to identify stars belonging to most types of peculiar
stars, including metal-de�cient dwarfs, subgiants and
giants, emission-line stars, early-type stars of di�e-
rent chemical peculiarities, horizontal-branch stars,
white dwarfs and carbon-rich stars. In most cases it
is possible also to estimate the metallicity and the
degree of peculiarity.

Consequently, both systems are equally capable to
classify photometrically almost all stars in the general
galactic �eld where stars of di�erent temperatures,
luminosities, metallicities, peculiarities and interstel-
lar reddenings are mixed together. For this purpose,
the accuracy of the measured colour indices must be
of the order of 0.01 mag. The accuracy of the deter-
mined physical parameters di�ers in di�erent ranges
of temperatures and luminosities. The best expected
accuracy is of the order of 1 subclass in spectral class,
0.3 mag in absolute magnitude, 0.15 dex in [Fe/H]
ratio, 0.02 mag in colour excess and 20 per cent in
distance.
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Figure 1. F{G{K subdwarfs in the QUXY ; QUY V dia-

gram. The deblanketing vector of the Sun is shown.

Figure 2. G{K metal-de�cient giants (circles) and F{G

subdwarfs (dots) in the QPY Z ; QXYZ diagram. The lines

of the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), giants (III) and

supergiants (I) are shown.

Figure 3. A{B chemically peculiar stars and A metallic-

line stars in the QXY V ; Y � V diagram. The belt of nor-

mal stars of luminosities V{III is limited by two broken

lines.

Figure 4. Blue horizontal-branch stars (circles) and white

dwarfs (crosses) in the QUXY ; Y � V and Quvb; b � y

diagrams. Dots are the main sequence stars of spectral

classes from B to G.
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Figure 5. Horizontal-branch stars in the (P �X)� (X �
Y ); Y � V diagram. Crosses are blue HB stars, circles

are RR Lyrae type stars and dots are red HB stars. The

lines of main sequence (V), giants (III) and supergiants

(I) are shown.

Figure 6. Be-type stars (circles) and normal B-type stars

of luminosities V{III (dots) in the QXZS; QXY Z diagram.

All stars above the broken line are Be-type stars.
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Figure 7. T Tauri-type stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars

in the QXZS; QXYZ diagram. The domain of T Tauri

stars is hatched. The domain of Be-type stars is shown

by a rectangular. Lines of main sequence stars (V), giants

(III) and supergiants (I) are shown.

Figure 8. N-type carbon stars (dots) in the QXZS; QXY Z

diagram. The solid line is the main sequence, the short-

dashed line is the giant sequence and the long-dashed line

is the supergiant sequence.

Figure 9. R-type stars (dots), barium stars (circles) and

CH-type stars (crosses) in the QUPY V ; QXZS diagram.

Designations of lines are the same as in Figure 8.


